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speed, many researchers have been used wind speed
information [3], some estimation methods need to have
the wind turbines parameters [3], on the other hand
there are some methods which do not need to utilize
wind speed information and wind turbine parameters
like them have investigated in [4].
Typically for adjusting the optimum speed, a current
control method in the rotating reference frame is
developed [2],[5], in these cases a vector control method
is employed for adjusting the generator speed when
wind speed changes. In [6] a dc chopper is designed in
dc link and MPPT control is investigated by adjusting
duty cycle of the switches.
In wind energy systems, fast speed response for tracing
maximum power is very important. In proposed control
system, for adjusting the speed, DTC method will be used.
DTC for PMSG have studied in several works [7],[8]. When
DTC is compared with other control strategies it has some
advantages such as: it is not necessary to know machine
parameters except armature resistance, sensing rotor position
is not necessary, there is a look up table for switching which
makes control system simple.
When DTC method control is employed in a wind
power generation system, there are some other
advantages compare with other type of control systems
such as: 1- Since there is a torque reference as input for
control system, this control method is well suit to MPPT
control and this is because MPPT control can be
implemented by controlling the generator torque
without measuring the wind speed [7].
2- Because of existing separate control on stator flux, in
high wind speed the generating power can be limited
easily.
3- Since there is no current control loop, the speed
response is faster than vector control.
For a high power wind energy system with a direct
driven PMSG, the CSC is proposed in [2], [9]. Using
CSC for the defined system was proved to be a good
choice because of its simple topology, super protection
against short circuit faults, excellent grid integration

Abstract— The Current Source Converter (CSC) technology is
well suited for high power wind energy applications. Because it
drives generally features like simple converter structure, smooth
power injection at the grid side and excellent short circuit
protection. The main drawback lays its dynamic torque response.
An improved Direct Torque Control (DTC) method is proposed
in this paper to overcome this drawback. Using DTC method for
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generators (PMSG) in a wind
energy system has some advantages such as, simple control
system and topology, ease of tracing Maximum available power
from the wind and flux weakening control in high wind speeds.
The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed control system, good dynamic response and acceptable
MPPT capability.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasing power capacity of wind turbines is the
trend of wind energy through reducing cost of generated
electricity. Most recently wind turbine generators are in
the power range of 1.5-5MW [1]. In high power wind
energy applications, a direct driven PMSG has been
proved to be a good choice because of its low
maintenance cost; complete decupling from the grid,
wide operation rang [2].
Since a wind power generation system with PMSG
use a full capacity converter as interface between the
generator and the grid, variable-speed generation can be
employed and maximum available power from the wind
can be traced. Actually MPPT control adjusts the
generator speed to best suit the wind speed for the
reason of tracing maximum available power from the
wind, this control in wind farms is one of the most
important goals and gives a speed reference for the
generator control system. For calculating the optimum
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performance such as: smooth power at grid side and
fully power factor control.
As shown in fig.1, proposed topology consists of a
variable speed wind turbine, PMSG and a CSC as a
bridge between the generator and the grid. The
converter consists of a generator-side, a grid-side and
filter capacitors at both sides to assist current
commutation as well as filter out switching harmonics.
The operation of CSC needs a constant current source at
DC link which could be maintained by either the
generator –side or the grid-side converter. Typically the
grid-side converter controls the DC link current on the
assumption of a stiff grid [10]. Since this paper mainly
focuses on the generator side converter control, it is
assumed there is a constant current source at DC link.
II.

resistance. ѱs is estimated stator flux linkage and θs is
the estimated position of the stator flux linkage vector
which is the angular difference between the stator fluxlinkage vector and α-axis .
Since in the steady state operation, velocity of the
generator corresponds to velocity of the stator flux, the
estimated position of the stator flux can be used to
determine the generator speed. Actually the estimated
generator speed, ωg, is calculated, using a subtraction
over time of estimated position of the stator flux. In the
proposed system, reference currents are used for flux
estimation instead of armature currents.
The estimated electromagnetic torque Tg is calculated as
bellow:
(5)
Tg = Pn (ϕα iβ − ϕ β iα )
Where Pn is the number of pole pairs.

SYSTEM CONTROL SCHEME

In a variable speed wind energy system, the
generator speed is adjustable for the reason of tracing
maximum available power from the wind which is
named
MPPT
control. MPPT control
can
be
summarized as turbine-generator speed control and it is
widely studied in previous works [3]. Mainly Two
control functions are implemented on the generator side:
one is MPPT control and the other one is optimization
of generator operation.
Fig.2 illustrates block diagram of DTC method.
The basic idea of direct torque control implemented in
PMSG is to choose the appropriate stator current vector
out of nine possible converter states, according to the
difference between the reference and actual torque and
flux linkage values. As a result the stator flux linkage
vector rotates along the stator reference frame trajectory
and products the desired torque. It should be noted that
the symbols used in the following, α and β
correspond
to the stationary frame and d and q subscriptions
denoted d-axis and q-axis of the selected synchronous
frame respectively.

Fig.1. configuration of PMSG wind energy conversion system using CSC

A. Flux and torque estimation
The α- and β-axis stator flux linkage is estimated by
the following equations:

ψ α = ∫ (ν α − Ra iα ) dt + Ψ α 0

(1)

ψ β = ∫ (ν β − Ra iβ ) dt + Ψ β 0

(2)

Ψ s = (ψ 2α + ψ 2 β )
ψβ
−1
θ s = tan ( )
ψα

Fig.2. block diagram of the DTC system

III.

(3)

Block diagram of calculating reference values are
shown in fig.3. The torque reference is calculated so as
maximize the generator output power, mainly related to
the Armature current and the flux reference is calculated
so as minimize losses and flux weakening control,
mainly related to terminal voltages.

(4)

vα and vβ are the terminal voltages, iα and iβ are armature
currents, both
in stationary frame, Ra is armature
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Topt =

Kt
Kw2

ω 2 opt = K optω 2 opt

(9)

In proposed paper MPPT is achieved by controlling the
generator torque on the optimum curve according to the
generator speed as (9).
B. Flux reference calculation
The generator losses consist of mechanical, copper
and iron losses. The mechanical loss is speed dependent
and not controllable. Fig.5 shows the d- and q-axis
equivalent circuits of PMSG in the d-q coordinate which
rotate synchronously with an electrical angular velocity
ωg.

Fig.3. Block diagram of calculation of reference values
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The equivalent circuit includes the effect of copper and
iron losses; Ra represents the armature copper losses.
The iron losses consists of hysteresis and eddy current
which is represented by Rc. the copper and iron losses
are expressed as:
ωLqioq 2
ω(Ld iod +ψ f ) 2 

2
2
Wcu = Ra (id + iq ) = Ra (iod −
) + (ioq +
)
Rc
Rc

 (10)
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Fig.4. power of wind turbine versus generator speed at various wind speeds
characteristic

A. Torque reference calculation
Torque reference is calculated base of achieving
MPPT control. Figure.4 shows a mechanical input power
versus generator speed curve at various wind speeds.
This figure indicates that the input mechanical power
from turbine is functions of wind speed and the
generator speed. The optimum operating point obtaining
the maximum mechanical power exists. In the optimum
points, the generator speed is proportional to the wind
speed as (6), moreover the maximum mechanical power
and optimum torque power can be measured by wind
speed as bellow: [4]

ω opt = K wV w
Pm − max = K pVw

W fe = R c ( icd + i cq ) =

ω (ψ f + L d i od )
2

+

2

(11)

Rc

As a result WE can be expressed as a function of iod ,T
and ωg. In the steady state operation where the speed
and torque are constants, the condition of minimizing
electrical losses can be derived by differentiating WE
given as a function of iod , T and ω with respect to iod
and equating the derivatives to zero. As a result, the loss
minimization condition is given by [12]:

(8)

Where Kw, Kt and Kp are constants determined by the
wind turbine characteristics. When the generator speed
is always controlled at the optimum speed, MPPT is
investigated. The maximum power point in various
wind speeds can also investigate by tracking optimum
torque measured by: [4]
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Rc

2

(12)
WE = Wcu + WFe
WE is a function of iod , ioq and ωg.
The variable of ioq in these equations can be canceled
by:
(13)
T=Pnioq(ѱf+(Lq-Ld)iod)

(7)
3

2

The electrical losses are given by:

(6)

Topt = K tV w 2

ω ( L q i oq )
2

2

AB=T2C
Where
A=Pn2 (RaRc2iod+ω2Ld (Ra+Rc) (Ldiod+ѱf))
B= { ѱf +(Ld-Lq)iod}3
C=RaRc2+ (Ra+Rc) (ωLq) 2(Ld-Lq)
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(14)

torque limit is a function of stator flux and current
maximum allowable value.

In steady state operation when T and ω are constant,
optimum value of iod can be calculated by (14). The
optimum value of flux in order to minimize the machine
losses are derived by:

ψs =

( Lq

T

) + ( Ld id + ψ f )
2

Pn (ψ f + ( Ld − Lq )id )

2

2) Flux limit
For wind speeds which make the voltages of
generator exceed limiting value, flux-weakening control
is applied. This control allows the generation system to
operate even at high speeds. Equation (18) shows the
situation when the terminal voltage reaches the limiting:

(15)

The optimal flux value is used as flux reference for
the control system.

vq + vd = Vam
2

C. Limit values calculation
Terminal voltages and armature currents of the
generator must be remain within limit values for the
reason of generator and converter security. Limit values
are defined by manufactures. In the proposed control
system for achieving voltage and current security, torque
and flux limits are calculated and they are applied to the
control system.

iq + id = I am
2

v d = − ω ( L q iq )

2

2

ωr

(16)

Lq ( I am − id ) + ( Ld id + ϕ f )
2

2

2

D. Control modes
Table I shows definition of control modes in addition
to the association between wind speeds. Cut-in wind
speed is 3m/s and there is no power generating bellows
it. For wind speeds within 3 and 7 m/s, MPPT and loss
minimization control methods is applied, for wind
speeds within 7 and 10 m/s flux weakening method is
used for control system because of voltage security. For
wind speeds above 10 m/s, MPPT control is no longer
applied because of current security. In this condition
limit value of torque is used as torque reference.

2

(17)
By substituting iq from (16) and id from (17) into
(13) the limit value of torque can be measured .The

IV.

performance. Proposed system is derived by a wind
turbine model provided by equation [17]. The turbine
receives wind speed and makes a mechanical power as

SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations
are
carried
out
MATLAB/simulink
to
investigate
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using
the

(20)

Substituting (19) and (20) into (18), yields the limiting
value of stator flux-linkage for the case of Va=Vam as.:
V
(21)
ψ s − m ax = a m

Stator flux can be calculated as bellow:

ψ s = ( Lq iq ) + ( Ld id + ϕ f ) =

(18)

Where Vam is the limiting value of the terminal voltage,
vq and vd are the terminal voltages in synchronous
frame. In the steady state operation, on the assumption
of R≈0 the stator voltages in synchronous frame are
measured as:
(19)
vq = ω ( Ld id + ϕ f )

1) Torque limit:
For wind speeds higher than rated speed, MPPT
control can no longer be used due to current limiting of
generator and converter. Equation (16) shows the
situation when armature currents reach the limiting
value.
2

2

using
model
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shown in fig.4 which drives the generator. Table II lists
parameters of the wind turbine which is used in this
study. The AC output op PMSG is converted to DC by
IGBT rectifier which is completely consumed by load.
Table III lists the parameters for the proposed generator
and limit values. The limiting voltage is corresponds to
maximum terminal voltage. The limiting current is
determined from the maximum available current in DC
link. In order to evaluate transient performance of the
proposed control system, wind speed is varied in the
range of 1 to 11 m/s as shown in fig.6. Fig.7
demonstrates changing of the generator speed, it can be
seen that the generator speed tracks wind speed
accurately. For wind speeds above nominal value (Mode
III) the generator speed stays at nominal value.

specific point, as wind speed increases the torque
decreases and so the stator currents remains constant at
maximum allowable value.
In order to verify output maximization performance of
the proposed control system, power characteristic of
wind turbine at various wind speeds, mechanical input
power to the generator and optimum power curve, all
versus shaft speed are shown in fig.9.
12

Wind Speed (m/Sec)
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TABLE II.
PARAMETERS OF WIND TURBINE
Variable speed type

Type

Air Density ,

2.065

Turbine Radius, m

0.74

Rated Power, MW

2

Cut-in wind speed, m/s

3

Nominal wind speed, m/s

10

Optimum coefficient (Kopt),
Nm/(rad/s)2

1.6×10–5
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Fig.6. wind speed pattern used for evaluation
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TABLE III.
PARAMETERS OF THE GENERATORE
Variable speed

Type

100

80

60

40

20

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Time (Sec)

280

Rated voltage ,A

30

Rated Power, KW

9

Rated Generator speed ,(rad/s)

130

D-axis inductance ,(mH)

0.79

Q-axis inductance ,(mH)

0.79

Number of pole pairs

6

Armature Resistance ,Ω

0.05

Iron losses Resistance , Ω

240

Fig.7. generator speed
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Fig.8. torque trajectory

The machine torque curve is shown in fig.8. As
discussed before, for tracing Maximum available power
from the wind, the machine torque should follows the
optimal torque curve based on (9). This figure shows
that the control system makes this happen appropriately.
Optimum torque curve is tracked until maximum
allowable current happens at turning point. After this
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As it can be seen, bellow the nominal wind speed,
power follows the optimal power curve and maximum
available power from the wind is captured, for wind
speeds higher than nominal wind speed value, a
constant power is obtained. This constant value for
power relates to the limit values of current and voltage.
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3

Fig.10 shows steady state characteristics of the
generator torque vs. wind speed. MPPT method control
is applied until nominal wind speed (10 m/s), in normal
operation because of tracing Maximum available power
from the wind, the generator torque increases as well as
wind speed based on (7). At the moment wind speed get
higher than nominal wind speed value because of
current generator security, the limit value of torque is
applied as torque reference. So as wind speed increases
in steady state operation the electromagnetic torque
decreases and armature currents remain constant.
Fig.11 shows steady state characteristics of stator
flux linkage vs. wind speed. For wind speeds bellow 7
m/s loss minimization strategy is applied, as a result as
wind speed increases, the stator flux and terminal
voltages increases either. For wind speeds higher than 7
m/s (entering mode II) because of generator voltage
security the limit value of flux by (21) is used as flux
reference value.
In this situation as wind speed
increases the stator flux decreases and the terminal
voltage remains constant as shown in fig.9.
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Fig.11. steady state characteristic of flux

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a direct torque control method for CSC
based direct driven PMSG based wind energy
conversion system was proposed. The control strategy
was developed for independent torque and flux control
while tracing the maximum power from wind. In
particular, electric power losses are minimized in steady
state. Torque and flux limits are employed to ensure
generator security at high wind speeds. The proposed
control scheme is verified in simulation on a wind
energy conversion system, it was confirmed that stable
power generation from the cut-in wind speed and fast
speed response were achieved.

Maximum Power Curve
Eq.(8)
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